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Introduction 

The Border Agency Fire Council (BAFC) is an organization comprised of 29 United States and 

Mexican governmental agencies and organizations that represent fire protection and law 

enforcement professionals, emergency responders, natural resource managers, elected officials, 

and consular representatives in the binational area.  The BAFC was formed in 1996 to help save 

lives, to protect property, and to protect sensitive habitat along the U.S./Mexico international 

border.   

The major goals of BAFC are to: 

1. Establish and maintain relationships with U.S. and Mexican government agencies.  

2. Strengthen awareness and cooperation on preserving biodiversity.  

3. Continue effective fire prevention, suppression, and emergency response. 

Through collaborative efforts the BAFC has ensured better access to the wild land along the border 

for emergency responders. Threatened and endangered species and their habitats are now better 

protected because of the partnership.  Member agencies have enhanced communication among 

responders on both sides of the border, as well as helped educate people in both countries with 

fire safety messages. An unprecedented binational mutual assistance plan is thriving because of 

this program. This important plan established dispatching and resource utilization procedures that 

enable participating agencies to work cooperatively to suppress fires and take appropriate actions 

on emergency situations on the border.  

History 

Although the Border Agency Fire Council was formally created during the 1996 fire season, the 

first meetings were held during the fall of 1995 due to a dramatic increase in wildfire activity in 

southeastern San Diego County.  To address the increase in wildfires effectively, binational 

cooperation was essential. Authorities representing both sides of the border continue to meet 

regularly to maintain the binational cooperation that started in 1996.  
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Fire Season 2016  

Five years of drought make the need for cooperation and collaboration even more imperative, especially when 

the communities San Diego County, Tijuana, and Tecate on the U.S.-Mexican border are faced with wildfire 

issues. Coordination between federal agencies and state, local, and tribal government agencies is critical to a 

safe and effective wildfire response. The Border Agency Fire Council members understand this and are 

committed to meeting and cooperating whenever possible.  

Even with this cooperation goal in mind, however, environmental conditions such as extremely dry brush, 

dead and dying trees, higher than average temperatures, and a year-round fire season make it hard to have 

binational trainings.  An example of this is the binational fire drill that has been on the training list for four 

years but was delayed for another year due to extremely dry conditions. The drill is intended for members to 

practice working together on extraction rescues and also to test the cross-border communication system. The 

drill has been put on hold until conditions improve. 

The municipalities of Tijuana and Tecate in Baja California, Mexico saw a total of 35 wildfires for a total of over 

1,700 hectares of brush and grasses burned.  

San Diego communities always welcome more wildland firefighting resources.  In 2016 the Cleveland National 

Forest opened the Kitchen Creek Helitanker Base located 25 miles east of Alpine, California, where Type 1 

Heavy helicopters could be staged to respond to wildfires located on the southern end of the national forest.  

These helicopters have a 1,100 gallon minimum tank capacity.  The early use of Helitankers in open brushlands 

in southern California is often critical in supporting wildfire suppression operations.  

  
Kitchen Creek Helitanker. Photo by Forest Service 
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Highlights and Issues  

This summary is only a snapshot of the activities and issues that partner agencies address each 

year. The BAFC believes its efforts have saved lives and property. This forum allows members to be 

on alert to potential issues and trends that impact the border area.  

 

Cleveland National Forest benefits from Pole Replacement Project (2016) 

San Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E) began a major wood-to-steel project to replace thousands of 

wooden power poles with fire resistant steel poles throughout the Cleveland National Forest, 

where weather conditions range from high winds and heat in the summer and snow in the winter.  

SDG&E will remove or replace nearly 2,000 poles in and near the forest. SDG&E also is planning to 

place up to 30 miles of overhead line underground in sensitive areas such as the Laguna Mountain 

Recreation Area and Cuyamaca State Park. After this project is complete, SDG&E will have fire-

hardened the majority of power lines in San Diego County’s high risk fire area. 

 

Remote Watertank maintenance  

Dependable water sources for fire control operations in rural portions of San Diego County are a 

critical component to wildland fire management. To improve backcountry water availability, CAL 

FIRE built a network of 35 ten-thousand-gallon concrete water tanks that would address water 

scarcity during the dry summer months. These water tanks were placed in strategic locations and 

have been an integral part of many fire suppression activities. 

 

 Rehabbed watertank. Photo by CALFIRE Public Affairs Bureau 

http://sdgenews.com/reliable-safe/cpuc-gives-sdge-green-light-enhance-fire-safety-forest
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Exposure to the elements, vandalism, and wildfire damage have necessitated the need to focus on 

servicing these water tanks to ensure they are available for use during the upcoming fire season. 

Project activities include identifying the location, status, and maintenance needs, removing 

adjacent vegetation, replacing faulty valves, and improving visibility of the water tanks. 

 

Cross Border Training  

In July 2014, California and Mexico signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to Enhance 

Cooperation on Climate Change and the Environment. The joint effort aims to improve and protect 

the environment, while ensuring sustainable use of natural resources. As a result of the Wildfires 

Work Group workshop in 2015, opportunities were identified to help achieve these three 

overarching goals set in the MOU: 

1. Wildfire suppression in the Baja California-California border region,  

2. Capacity development, and  

3. Equipment.  

 

Proposed activities for 2016 included: 

 Border Wildfire Training was scheduled for April. The goal this year was to standardize 

training for cross border incidents. The first training was held in Tecate, Baja California, 

Mexico where over 70 firefighters learned how to fight wildfire along the border. 

 A binational fire drill simulation enable wildland fire agencies to “reactivate” the 

Emergency Mutual Assistance Program Operation Plan for the Tijuana-Tecate/San Diego 

Region. For the fourth year this drill has not been carried out due to extremely dry 

Students study during a cross border training exercise. Photo by CALFIRE 
Public Affairs Bureau 

https://www.gov.ca.gov/docs/7.28_Climate_MOU_Eng.pdf
https://www.gov.ca.gov/docs/7.28_Climate_MOU_Eng.pdf
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conditions. The drill is intended for members to practice working together on extraction 

rescues and also to test the cross-border communication system. The drill has been put on 

hold until conditions improve. 

 A Wildfire Protection Course in October in Ensenada, Baja California, Mexico with the 

purpose to improve wildfire knowledge among firefighters in Baja California, Mexico. Forty-

one firefighters from multiple Mexican agencies participated in the training. This training 

helped improve their ability to fight wildland fire in an efficient manner as well as reduce 

negative impacts to forest ecosystems. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Trainings were organized and instructed by San Diego CAL FIRE Unit.   The joint action plan can be 

reviewed at http://www.calepa.ca.gov/Border/Publications/2015/JActionPlan.pdf. 

 

Outdoor session for students in Tecate, Baja California, 
Mexico. Photo by CALFIRE Public Affairs Bureau 

 

http://www.calepa.ca.gov/Border/Publications/2015/JActionPlan.pdf
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Students wait for the Border Wildfire Training graduation ceremony to begin. Photo by CALFIRE Public Affairs Bureau 

 

 

BAFC members work on a vegetation management project in San Diego County. Photo by CALFIRE Public Affairs Bureau 
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Tree Mortality  

Trees in both California and Baja California, Mexico have been impacted by disease, pests and 

drought. Tree mortality in the state of California became such a major issue in 2015, that Governor 

Jerry Brown declared a state of emergency. Factors that contributed to such high tree mortality 

include more than five years of drought, overstocked forests, and trees with weakened defenses 

susceptible to pests and disease. In an effort to help BAFC members understand the tree mortality 

situation, two presenters were brought in to educate the member of the current situation, best 

management practices and what to look for when surveying areas for forest health management 

projects or for safety issues. 

 

Goldspotted Oak and Shot Hole Borers Presentation  

BAFC invited Jan Gonzales, Outreach Coordinator with the University of California Cooperative 

Extension, to give an update on tree mortality. Her presentation, “Goldspotted Oak and Shot Hole 

Borers: Devastating Threats to California Trees,” gave the members an opportunity to learn and 

ask questions about the goldspotted oak and shot hole borers that are killing trees in southern 

California.  To learn more about these invasive tree pests, please visit 

http://ucanr.edu/sites/gsobinfo/ and http://ucanr.edu/sites/pshb/.  

 

Invasive Species in Mexico Presentation  

Mayra Valdez, Chief Manager of Monitoring and Control of Invasive Species for Mexico’s National 

Forestry Commission (Spanish: Comisión Nacional Forestal or CONAFOR), gave an overview of 

what Mexico is doing to prevent, monitor and control invasive and native tree pests in forested 

areas.  Like San Diego County, Baja California, Mexico is also dealing with a shot hole borer 

outbreak in forested areas. Information of ongoing activities in Tijuana, Baja California was shared 

with the group. The need for the continuing sharing of information and resources was stressed at 

the conclusion of the presentation.   

 

Posters increase visitor awareness of tree mortality-related hazardous conditions  

The Forest Service is creating and sharing critical information aimed at public and employee safety 

– the Pacific Southwest Region has created falling tree hazard posters and signs for recreation 

sites, trailheads and information centers, and has developed GPS-enabled tree mortality maps and 

information for incoming fire suppression teams to increase their awareness of mortality-related 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spanish_language
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hazardous conditions. Learn more about tree mortality and the work to restore our forests in 

California at the Forest Service’s web page at www.fs.usda.gov/CATreeMortality 

  

 

“Prepare for bark beetle” campaign toolkit  

CAL FIRE’s “Prepare for Bark Beetle” tree mortality campaign toolkit is for local partners to inform 

residents about bark beetle identification, management and treatment. These materials are 

available for stakeholders to download. Some materials are customizable; you may add your logo 

and print them for your local use. The following artwork has been developed for the campaign.  

http://www.readyforwildfire.org/Bark-Beetle-Campaign-Toolkit/   

 

Forest Service Tree Mortality Poster 

Twitter banner for Prepare for bark Beetle campaign. 

http://www.fs.usda.gov/CATreeMortality
http://www.readyforwildfire.org/Bark-Beetle-Campaign-Toolkit/
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California Forest Pest Conditions Report 

The 2016 California Forest Pest Conditions Report was published by the California Forest Pest 

Council, a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization. This report gives an overview of the detection of pest 

damage, primarily by forest insects, diseases, and animals in California. Information about the 

goldspotted oak borer and kuroshio shot hole borer was included in the report. For a copy of this 

report please visit http://caforestpestcouncil.org/tag/pest-condition-reports/. 

 

Goldspotted Oak Borer  

The goldspotted oak borer continued to cause oak mortality on public and private land in Los 

Angeles, Orange, Riverside and San Diego counties, killing an estimated 10,000 oak trees across 

7,000 acres.  Efforts are being made to remove infested trees, conduct public outreach campaigns, 

and hold community meetings throughout southern California as the risk of long distance spread 

of the goldspotted oak borer remains high.  For more information about the goldspotted oak 

borer, please visit, http://ucanr.edu/sites/gsobinfo/. 

 

Kuroshio Shot Hole Borer and Fusarium Dieback 

The Kuroshio shot hole borer-Fusarium disease (KSHB/FD) complex infestation currently spans San 

Diego, Orange, and now Santa Barbara counties. Long distance spread is likely through the 

movement of infested wood and greenwaste material.  The KSHB has 15 known reproductive hosts 

and the continued spread concerns wildlife officials about riparian area destruction and the 

impacts of the associated tree mortality on endangered songbirds and other wildlife species.  For 

more information on the KSHB please visit http://ucanr.edu/sites/pshb/ .  

 

Feral Pig Management Program in San Diego County  

 

Reports from the San Diego River watershed suggested a confined and limited number of feral pigs  

had the potential to rapidly expand their range and increase in population. An inter-governmental 

group consisting of public entities that own or manage lands in the watershed was created and 

currently coordinates the feral pig management program. The group fosters collaboration and 

shares information to address the negative impacts of feral pigs to our natural and cultural 

resources as well as the economic and physical health of our region. 

 

http://caforestpestcouncil.org/tag/pest-condition-reports/
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Feral pigs have the potential to damage those habitats, compete with native species, negatively 

impact drinking water quality, damage agriculture, destroy archeological sites, and transmit 

diseases to livestock and humans.   

 

Survey and monitoring efforts since July 2014 have centered on the Palomar Ranger District from 

the San Diego River south to the southern boundary of the Descanso District. Surrounding Bureau 

of Land Management and County of San Diego lands have also been included within the Lake 

Morena and Hauser Mountain areas. Survey and monitoring efforts indicate that there are only 

two feral pigs remaining in the county. Both are males and have been documented on tribal and 

Forest Service lands north of Interstate 8. Many of the feral pigs that were removed were in the 

Hauser Mountain and Hauser Canyon areas, so control efforts were beneficial to that region and 

assisted in preventing feral pigs crossing into Baja California. 

 

Accomplishments of the feral pig removal project on the Cleveland National Forest includes 10,000 

acres in the Hauser Canyon area, including wilderness areas and 10 miles of stream being 

enhanced. Streams that were enhanced included Cottonwood Creek and the San Diego River 

watershed. 

 

Temporary Recreational Target Shooting Restrictions  

For the second year in a row, the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) El Centro and Palm Springs-

South Coast field offices implemented recreational target shooting restrictions on public lands in 

eastern San Diego County due to severe fire risk conditions.  

An increase in fire danger in this area demanded a temporary restriction on recreational target 

shooting. This restriction was intended to help reduce the risk of an unwanted fire ignition that 

could threaten public safety as well as public and private lands.  
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BAFC MEMBER REPORTS 
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USDA- Forest Service - Cleveland National Forest  
 

The Cleveland National Forest includes portions of San Diego, Riverside, and Orange 

counties. The Descanso Ranger District, which is the southernmost district, lies 

approximately five miles north of the international border with Mexico. Five years 

of drought, changing vegetation conditions and unpredictable fire behavior made 

2016 an even more challenging year. By working in partnership with the Border Agency Fire 

Council, the Cleveland National Forest is better prepared for fighting wildfires along the border, as 

well as staying informed on current and predicted conditions in the area providing a safer working 

environment for wildland firefighters and the public.  

The Descanso Ranger District worked with partners and surrounding communities to encourage 

everyone to ensure that community protection against wildfire was addressed. Residents, 

firefighters, homes and other structures are always safer when residents work to protect their 

own property by clearing brush, trimming trees and removing flammable materials away from 

their homes and buildings.  

The Cleveland National Forest hazardous fuels management program focuses on implementing 

vegetation management projects that will increase the safety of the public and firefighters, as well 

as reduce the risk to homes and property, during wildland fire events.  

Projects include clearing defensible space near and around communities, maintaining fuel breaks 

on the landscape along strategic ridges and roads, thinning forest stands, and applying prescribed 

fire. Work is completed using contractors, Forest Service fire employees, agreements with non-

profit organizations and external grants with fire safe councils.  

In 2016, the Descanso Ranger District with the help of the Greater Alpine Fire Safe Council, 

completed an environmental analysis for a community protection project.  The project involves 

constructing fuel breaks on private lands to reduce the risk to life, property, and resource values 

from an unusually severe wildland fire event in the greater Alpine area and improve fire 

suppression effectiveness and safety. This project was accompanied by a second environmental 

analysis for the fuel breaks on private lands to continue onto federal land. The second project will 

be reviewed in 2017.  These projects are scheduled to begin in late 2017 or early 2018. 

The Cleveland National Forest tries to implement approximately 2,000 to 2,500 acres of fuels work 

every year. In fiscal year 2016, 3,837 acres of work was completed. Of that total, 1,722 acres were 

treated on the Descanso Ranger District.   

Because the Cleveland National Forest is one of the closest national forests to the international 

border with Mexico, it has many benefits, including:  
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 Protecting the viability of plant and animal habitats, natural ecosystems and cultural 

resources.  

 The Descanso Ranger District is a gathering place for families—it is a central location for 

families living in the municipalities of Tijuana, Mexicali, and Tecate and in San Diego, 

Riverside, Orange, and Imperial counties, especially during winter snowfall on Mt. Laguna.  

 It is a model for firefighting mutual assistance and binational cooperation.  

 Working on cross-border issues related to invasive insects and animals, such as the 

goldspotted oak borer and feral pigs.  

By working in partnership with the Border Agency Fire Council, the Cleveland National Forest is 

better equipped to fight wildfires along the border; protect plants, animals and the watershed; 

and protect the surrounding communities. 

 About the U.S. Forest Service:  

The mission of the Forest Service is to sustain the health, diversity and productivity of the nation's 

forests and grasslands to meet the needs of present and future generations. The agency manages 

193 million acres of public land, provides assistance to state and private landowners, and 

maintains the largest forestry research organization in the world. Public lands the Forest Service 

manages contribute more than $13 billion to the economy each year through visitor spending 

alone. Those same lands provide 20 percent of the nation's clean water supply, a value estimated 

at $7.2 billion per year. The agency has either a direct or an indirect role in stewardship of about 

80 percent of the 850 million forested acres within the U.S., of which 100 million acres are urban 

forests near where most Americans live.  
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California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection (CAL FIRE) 

CAL FIRE protects over one million acres of land within San Diego County. To support 

emergency operation over this area CAL FIRE operates the Monte Vista Inter-Agency 

Communications Center in conjunction with the Cleveland National Forest.                                                                      

CAL FIRE maintains 18 fire stations that house 26 front line fire engines. CAL FIRE 

supervises 15 to 20 inmate firefighter hand crews in cooperation with the California Department 

of Corrections and Rehabilitation based out of four conservation camps located throughout the 

county.  Aerial firefighting resources are based at the Ramona Air Attack base operated by CAL 

FIRE, home to two air tanker planes and one air attack coordination plane. Additionally CAL FIRE 

operates four bulldozer units within the county.  

Through a cooperative fire agreement CAL FIRE coordinates the activities and response of the San 

Diego County Fire Authority. The fire authority provides emergency response from numerous fire 

stations using a combination of paid, reserve, and volunteer firefighting personnel who provide 

emergency medical service response 24 hours a day.  The fire authority has added the additional 

chief officers and key staff positions to recruit, train, and supervise operations. 

CAL FIRE participated in the presentation of the annual Wildland Firefighter Training Academy in 

Baja California, Mexico. Topics included wildland fire behavior and tactics, the Incident Command 

System, and emergency medical treatment. 

CAL FIRE continues to plan and implement fuel reduction projects, both individually and in 

cooperation with other agencies. These projects are locally designed to enhance community 

protection in an environmentally conscious process. 

Balancing the need to suppress wildland fires with the preservation of the environment has long 

been a challenge to firefighters. A copy of the book Environmental Sensitivity and Fire Fighting is 

kept in every firefighting piece of equipment under the control of CAL FIRE and is utilized to insure 

sensitive areas are protected, to the extent possible, during wildland fire suppression efforts.  


